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“We have a 

yawning electronic 

maw designed to 

consume materials 

as much as data.”

“Always spend at least 15 minutes with your Journal every day.”
—William Schmidt

 Back in the days when a smartphone was comprised of Bakelite with pushbuttons rather 
than a dial, I was pursuing my undergraduate degree with all of the tenacity and discipline 
that my 19-year-old and easily distracted brain could muster. One of the classes that kept 
my attention and served me well was Economics under Prof. Schmidt—an idiosyncratic 
wisenheimer who could be effectively portrayed by Christian Bale (under a lot of makeup), 
should a biopic ever be made. One of the requirements of the professor’s class, outside of 
being conversational about the “fact-tors” of production, was to acquire a daily subscription 
to The Wall Street Journal. Even though the Journal was not published on weekends back in 

tapped-out undergraduate. Still, I was a reasonably dutiful student and I complied. I’m 
The Wall Street Journal a worthy way to spend 10 

or 15 minutes each day. I’m especially pleased when the news of business, commodities, 
technologies, and markets reveals a nugget with particular relevance for our TMS enterprise.
 For example: A few mornings ago I found my attention diverted by a passing reference to 

stylized graph on the sustainability of commoditized elements (the “90 elements that make 
up everything”). The core emphasis was on 31 elements employed in today’s smartphones, 
with the elements being grouped as:

• Under “serious threat in the next 100 years” (Ga, As, Y, Ag, In, Ta)
• Under “rising threat from increased use” (Co, Dy)
• Having “limited availability [with] future risk to supply” (Li, Mg, P, Ni, Cu, Sn, Sb, 

Nd, W, Au, Pb)
• Being in “plentiful supply” (H, C, O, Al, Si, K, Br, La, Pr, Eu, Gd, Tb) 

W, Au). And, while the graph makers cite 31 smartphone elements, I’ve seen other reports 
stating that upwards of 70 elements are used in newer iPhones. That is an amazingly complex 
materials system to pack into a handheld, 138 gram device. Multiply that by 2.1 to 2.5 billion 
people worldwide who own smartphones (according to Statista), and we have a yawning 
electronic maw designed to consume materials as much as data—especially when many 
smartphone owners feel compelled to upgrade their devices every few years. Our poor Periodic 
Table is under stress from all of our swiping, streaming, and tweeting! Alas, poor Mendeleev. 
 What can be done? Perhaps the solution is in the factors of production that I learned 40 

recycling an old phone? Are there regulations to enact that will change the supplier or 
technological landscape? Are there materials substitution opportunities? Will we develop 
telepathic abilities that eliminate our need for hardware to connect to the cloud? All of the 
above? Some of the above? None of the above? If only I was smarter than my smartphone.
 Whatever the solution, I do feel certain that it will consist of two givens—it will be driven 

and it will be driven by developments in materials 
technology. No question.
 How can I be so sure? Because for decades I’ve been reading my journals: The Wall Street 
Journal and JOM. 
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	in the final analysis

